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Abstract We combine sustained observations from a network of atmospheric monitoring stations with
inverse modeling to uniquely obtain spatiotemporal (3‐km, 4‐day) estimates of methane emissions from
the Los Angeles megacity and the broader South Coast Air Basin for 2015–2016. Our inversions use
customized and validated high‐ﬁdelity meteorological output from Weather Research Forecasting and
Stochastic Time‐Inverted Lagrangian model for South Coast Air Basin and innovatively employ a model
resolution matrix‐based metric to disentangle the spatiotemporal information content of observations as
manifested through estimated ﬂuxes. We partially track and constrain ﬂuxes from the Aliso Canyon natural
gas leak and detect closure of the Puente Hills landﬁll, with no prior information. Our annually aggregated
ﬂuxes and their uncertainty excluding the Aliso Canyon leak period lie within the uncertainty bounds of
the ﬂuxes reported by the previous studies. Spatially, major sources of CH4 emissions in the basin were
correlated with CH4‐emitting infrastructure. Temporally, our ﬁndings show large seasonal variations in CH4
ﬂuxes with signiﬁcantly higher ﬂuxes in winter in comparison to summer months, which is consistent with
natural gas demand and anticorrelated with air temperature. Overall, this is the ﬁrst study that utilizes
inversions to detect both enhancement (Aliso Canyon leak) and reduction (Puente Hills) in CH4 ﬂuxes due
to the unintended events and policy decisions and thereby demonstrates the utility of inverse modeling for
identifying variations in ﬂuxes at ﬁne spatiotemporal resolution.
1. Introduction
Methane (CH4) is a powerful greenhouse gas that controls key aspects of atmospheric chemistry, air quality,
and climate (Ciais et al., 2014). Regional and urban CH4 budgets remain highly uncertain, and irreconcilable
discrepancies exist between top‐down and bottom‐up estimates for even the largest components
(Dlugokencky et al., 2009; Kirschke et al., 2013). To overcome these discrepancies, signiﬁcant investments
have been made in California to increase coverage and frequency of CH4 measurements. Nowhere this is
more apparent than in Southern California where wide array of sensors have been deployed in recent years
to continuously monitor CH4 emissions. This urgency is supported by the state of California that has adopted
stringent targets for reducing CH4 emissions to mitigate the impacts of climate change (e.g., SB1383; Bill
Text SB‐1383). The recently approved California law AB1496 states, “there is an urgent need to improve
the monitoring and measurement of methane emissions from the major sources in California” and in
particular “high‐emission methane hot spots in the State.”
The Los Angeles megacity spanning a large fraction of the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) generates over
20% of the state's CH4 emissions (Jeong et al., 2016), and hence, mitigation is key to California meeting its
reduction targets. However, effective mitigation is challenging given the spatially heterogeneous and
sectorally diverse nature of CH4 sources in this region (Hopkins et al., 2016). There is a large variety of
CH4‐producing activities in the SoCAB, including oil and gas production ﬁelds, natural gas transmission,
storage and distribution systems, petroleum reﬁneries, landﬁlls, wastewater treatment facilities, and
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dairies (Carranza et al., 2018). Existing top‐down studies at most provide spatially aggregated (basin total)
monthly CH4 emission estimates for the SoCAB (Wong et al., 2016). Gridded bottom‐up annual inventories
(~10 km) are too coarse to identify individual sources (Jeong et al., 2012; Maasakkers et al., 2016), and
downscaled versions of state‐wide CH4 emissions inventories have been found to consistently underestimate
SoCAB emissions compared to top‐down atmospheric studies (Cui et al., 2015; Jeong et al., 2016; Peischl
et al., 2013; Santoni et al., 2014; Wecht et al., 2014; Wennberg et al., 2012; Wong et al., 2016; Wunch et al.,
2009, 2016). On‐road ﬁeld surveys of near‐surface CH4 hot spots provide insight into spatial gradients for
selected transects across the urban domain and veriﬁcation of selected point sources (Hopkins et al.,
2016). However, such surveys lack the persistence necessary to characterize the temporal variability of
episodic emission sources that periodic airborne campaigns suggest are common in California (Duren
et al., 2017).
To overcome these monitoring problems in the SoCAB, a network of 15 in situ sites have been progressively
deployed since 2014. This network provides an unprecedented capability to determine spatiotemporal varia-
bility of CH4 emissions at a ﬁne spatiotemporal resolution. In this study, we utilize CH4 measurements from
this network and combine it with output from meteorological models tailored for the SoCAB to obtain
inverse estimates of CH4 emissions and their uncertainty at ﬁne spatiotemporal resolution. This allows us
to provide subbasin estimates of CH4 emissions and spatio‐temporally identify its anomalies in the basin.
Amethodological advancement in rapidly (near real time) identifying these anomalies through inverse mod-
eling that does not rely on tailored meteorological output is presented in Ware et al. (2019).
2. Objectives and Analysis Steps
In this work, we combine in situ measurements of atmospheric CH4 concentrations with inverse modeling
to (1) characterize basin‐ and subbasin‐scale temporal variability in ﬂuxes including the onset and disap-
pearance of large CH4 sources, (2) identify the locations of the major sources of CH4 emissions in the basin,
and (3) evaluate the ability of a relatively sparse measurement network to update ﬂuxes and identify spatio-
temporal anomalies. As a test case for identifying anomalies, our analysis period spans the massive Aliso
Canyon gas leak from late October 2015 through mid‐February 2016 (Conley et al., 2016), that is, the second
largest known and independently quantiﬁed natural gas release in the United States. Additionally, our ana-
lysis succeeds closure of the Puente Hills landﬁll whose impact on subbasin‐scale inverse estimates of ﬂuxes
is compared with the previously reported ﬂuxes for this facility.
3. Inversion Setup
3.1. Spatiotemporal Resolution of Inversions
CH4 ﬂuxes in this work are estimated for the SoCAB (Figure 1) at 0.03° spatial (1,826 grid cells) and 4‐day
temporal resolution from 28 January 2015 to 24 December 2016. We chose this spatiotemporal resolution
to maintain an appropriate balance between degrees of freedom and number of ﬂuxes that are estimated
for a given temporal window. Thus, for most 4‐day inversion windows we wanted to have an approximate
ratio of 1:10 between observations and estimated ﬂuxes, which was achieved for the spatiotemporal resolu-
tion mentioned above. For computational efﬁciency, inversions were performed for two 4‐day periods at a
time while maintaining an overlap of a 4‐day period.
3.2. Observations and Background Estimate
The LA megacities in situ monitoring network currently consists of 15 urban sites; however, due to data
availability and the sensitivity of sites to ﬂuxes in the study area, only nine in the urban domain and one
background site (Figure 1) were used in this study. Each site provides near‐continuous measurements of
boundary layer CH4 concentrations (see Verhulst et al., 2017). Figure 2a illustrates the time series of 4‐day
average CH4 enhancements at each site using background estimated from measurements obtained from
San Clemente Island (Verhulst et al., 2017). This background was determined by applying the technique
described in Thoning et al. (1989) that looks at the stability criteria (within hour and hour‐to‐hour variabil-
ity) to estimate CH4 background levels from several coastal and continental measurement sites in Southern
California. We accounted for the uncertainty in the background estimate in inversions by imposing a lower
limit of 0.04‐ppm error in model‐data mismatch (for deﬁnition, see section 3.3) before optimizing for
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covariance parameters. This estimate encompasses the overall uncertainty in the enhancement due to the
measurement technique and uncertainty in the background estimates from individual sites as well as
coastal versus continental sites (see Figures 4b, 4d, and S10 in Verhulst et al., 2017). To ensure well‐mixed
conditions, we only used afternoon measurements from 12 to 4 p.m. when wind speeds were typically
between 2 and 9 m/s. The temporal coverage of observations is illustrated in Figure 2b. (Note that for an
extended period in 2016, observations from only six sites were available.) To avoid introducing a positive
bias in the ﬂux estimates, two negative enhancements that occur after subtracting the background were
retained in inversions.
3.3. Inversion Methodology
We estimated CH4 ﬂuxes using a geostatistical inverse modeling (GIM) approach (e.g., Fang et al., 2014;
Gourdji et al., 2008; Michalak et al., 2004; Shiga et al., 2014), the objective function for which can be given as
Ls;β ¼ 12 z−Hsð Þ
TR−1 z−Hsð Þ þ 1
2
s−Xβð ÞTQ−1 s−Xβð Þ (1)
where z(n,1) are hourly CH4 measurements, H(n,p) is a Jacobian matrix representing the sensitivity of
measurements to underlying ﬂux, s(p,1) are the CH4 ﬂuxes, R(n,n) is the model‐data mismatch error
covariance matrix, X(p,k) is a matrix of covariates, β(k,1) are the coefﬁcients or weights of individual
covariates, and Q(p,p) is the error covariance matrix (also known as prior covariance) that describes the
deviations of s from Xβ.
As in earlier studies, s and β are estimated as part of the inversion, yielding optimal values, that is,bs andbβ:H
is obtained from the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF)‐Stochastic Time‐Inverted Lagrangian Transport
Figure 1. Study domain with name, three‐letter code of the in situ measurement sites used in this study, and inlet heights
above ground level. The San Clemente Island site is outside the ﬂux inversion domain, and its measurements are used
only to obtain background CH4 concentrations. This map also depicts the best spatially resolved prior CH4 emissions map
for the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) from the California Greenhouse Gas Emissions Measurement (CALGEM;
Jeong et al., 2012) version 2.2 inventory. As the resolution of CALGEM is 0.10°, an area weighted mass distribution of
emissions at 0.03° is plotted in this ﬁgure and the same was used in inversions. The ﬁve subbasin inversion zones
(Figure 3b) are described later and provided here for reference.
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(STILT) model (see section 4 for details), and parameters for R and Q are computed through restricted
maximum likelihood (see Gourdji et al., 2010; Michalak et al., 2004). In this work, California Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Measurement (CALGEM) version 2.1 (e.g., Figure 1), an inventory of CH4 emissions
(Jeong et al., 2012), was prescribed as a covariate in X. A separate variance was computed for each tower
in R, and a scaling factor was computed for Q whose off‐diagonal entries were 0 and diagonal entries
contained CALGEM emission estimates for each grid cell (e.g., Yadav et al., 2016).
We used Lagrange multipliers to impose a nonnegativity constraint on inverse estimates of CH4 ﬂuxes to
avoid nonphysical negative ﬂuxes (see Miller et al., 2014). Imposing nonnegativity constraints makes
Figure 2. (a) Average 4‐day CH4 enhancements for the nine in situ sites. (b) The time period of observation availability for
the nine in situ sites. In (a) the black dashed line shows mean CH4 enhancements across all sites at 4‐day interval for
which observations were available. The period of unavailability of observations is reported as gaps in the horizontal line
for a site in (b).
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analytical uncertainty computation untenable; therefore, we adopted a simulation‐based approach to derive
ﬂux uncertainties.
Given a predetermined z, H, and X, only parameters of R and Q regulate the estimate of bs and bβ in GIM.
Therefore, to estimate grid‐scale uncertainty on bs, ﬁrst we use restricted maximum likelihood to obtain R
and Q parameters and their posterior error covariance from the inverse of the observed Fisher information
matrix (e.g., Kitanidis, 1995, 1996). In the next step, we generate 1,000 samples of R and Q parameters from
this posterior error covariance through the Cholesky decomposition (see Michalak et al., 2004 for details on
the procedure for generating these realizations) and use them to compute 1,000 realizations of bs from the
standard GIM equations given in Michalak et al. (2004). Further, we impose non‐negativity on these 1,000
realizations ofbs using Lagrange multipliers, and the standard deviation of these 1,000 realizations is consid-
ered as posterior uncertainty on grid‐scale ﬂuxes. The sum of the grid‐scale posterior uncertainty is the
basin‐wide uncertainty as shown in Figure 5a. Overall, this process of estimating uncertainty results in more
conservative estimates in comparison to other methods including Markov chain Monte Carlo (see Jeong
et al., 2012) and analytical and conditional simulations (see equations in Michalak et al., 2004).
Computationally, for a 4‐day period, it took 4 to 8 hr to compute these 1,000 realizations, but as most of these
runs were completed on a supercomputer, the uncertainty estimate for all 175 four‐day periods were
obtained within a day.
3.4. Evaluation Metrics for Inversions
We used the following: (1) correlation and root mean square error (RMSE) between observations (z) and
convolution of estimated ﬂuxes with transport (Hbs), (2) time series of the trace or the diagonal of the model
resolution matrix scaled (e.g., divided) by the count of observations (n), and (3) reduced chi‐square statistic
to evaluate the performance of our inversions. Out of these three metrics, the ﬁrst one is routinely employed
to evaluate performance of inverse models.
The second metric, that is, the model resolution matrix or an averaging kernel matrix (for details see, Aster
et al., 2018; Tarantola, 2004) describes the closeness between the unknown true ﬂuxes and the inverse esti-
mates of ﬂuxes. The model resolution matrix is of considerable utility as it (1) has a deﬁnite lower and upper
bound (range of 0–1), (2) encompasses information about the posterior uncertainty on the estimated ﬂuxes,
(3) conveys information regarding the spatiotemporal sensitivity of the network, and (4) leads to identiﬁca-
tion of the grid‐scale ﬂuxes that are constrained by themeasurements. This matrix for GIM (e.g., Yadav et al.,
2016) can be given as
bm ¼ ΛH (2)
where H is as deﬁned earlier and Λ(p,n) can be written as
Λ ¼ X XTHTψ−1HX −1XTHTψ−1þ
QHTψ−1−QHTψ−1HX XTHTψ−1HX
 −1
XTHTψ−1
(3)
and
ψ ¼ HQHT þ R (4)
As an outcome of inversion, if bm p;pð Þ is an identity matrix, then wewould perfectly estimate the true ﬂuxes. In
this ideal case of perfect resolution of ﬂuxes, Tr bmð Þ (note the symbol Tr denotes the trace of a matrix) would
be equal to the number of estimated ﬂuxes and the uncertainty on the estimated ﬂuxes would be 0. However,
as atmospheric inverse problems are mostly underdetermined, Tr bmð Þ is less than or equal to the number of
measurements. Even in the ideal case of Tr bmð Þ = n, it is unlikely that the ﬂux of a particular grid cell is
perfectly resolved; that is, it has a value of 1 along the diagonal of bm. This happens due to the presence of
uncertainty associated with observations, transport, and prior, which prevents perfect resolution of the true
grid‐scale ﬂuxes, that is, grid cells with identity diagonal entries. In such situations, the resolution is spread
over multiple grid cells indicated by the off‐diagonal entries in bmwith the diagonal entries closer to 1 having
less spread in comparison to the diagonal entries closer to 0. Regardless, as uniquely employed in this study,
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a threshold based on the diagonal entries of bm can still be deﬁned to iden-
tify regions of large emissions, for areas well constrained by the network.
The third metric for evaluating inversions can be obtained by computing
χ2 statistic and dividing it by degrees of freedom ν, which is equal to,
rank(H) or n. This reduced chi‐square statistic (χ2red) can be given as
χ2 ¼ z−Hbsð ÞTR−1 z−Hbsð Þ þ s−Xβð ÞTQ−1 s−Xβð Þ (5)
χ2red ¼
z−Hbsð ÞTR−1 z−Hbsð Þ þ s−Xβð ÞTQ−1 s−Xβð Þ
ν
(6)
where all symbols are as described above.
No effort was made to forcibly scale variances in R andQ to achieve a χ2red
of 1, as we completely relied on restricted maximum likelihood to provide
these estimates. The χ2red statistic should always be seen in conjunction
with Tr bmð Þ. In an unconstrained inversion, as χ2 reduces, variance in R
increases, which leads to an increase in Tr bmð Þ. This quantity can never
be higher than ν or the number of observations used in the inversion.
Additionally, χ2red itself is subject to uncertainty (σ) due to random noise
in the data, and this σ is equal to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=n
p
, and therefore, any model withχ2red
±
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=n
p
can be considered as a true model (e.g., Andrae et al., 2010).
In this study, due to the imposition of nonnegativity, the objective function in equation (1) does not remain linear,
and therefore, degrees of freedom are strictly not deﬁned and bm cannot be computed. Even under these condi-
tions, bm and χ2red computed from an unconstrained inversion whose solution ofbs is normally close to the nonne-
gativebsprovide useful information for analysis and understanding the quality of themodel ﬁt. Thus, bm computed
from the unconstrained inversion is used in this study for hot spot detection (i.e., area of large CH4 emissions; see
section 5.2), and χ2red obtained after imposition of nonnegativity is used to assess the quality of model ﬁt.
4. Atmospheric Transport and SoCAB CH4 Enhancements
4.1. Modeling Framework for Obtaining Jacobian or Sensitivity Matrices for Inverse Modeling
In this work, the sensitivity of the CH4 observations to surface ﬂuxes was obtained by using a version ofWRF
model optimized for the SoCAB (Feng et al., 2016) and coupled to the STILT model (STILT; Lin et al., 2003).
Previously, the WRF‐STILT framework has been utilized in many studies for estimating ﬂuxes (e.g., Chang
et al., 2014; Henderson et al., 2015). Our WRF‐STILT model used mass‐coupled, time‐averaged WRF ﬁelds
from a triply nested setup with 51 vertical levels and horizontal grid spacing of 12, 4, and 1.33 km (same as in
Feng et al., 2016). We used WRF version 3.6.1 with the physics and other model conﬁguration selections
summarized in Table 1. We used the settings corresponding to conﬁguration MYNN_d03 in Feng et al.
(2016). In comparison to Feng et al., we decided not to use the urban canopy model in our WRF runs, as
we did not see an improvement in terms of better score with respect to evaluationmetrics for inversions from
including an urban canopy model (e.g., Nehrkorn et al., 2018).
WRFmeteorological ﬁelds were veriﬁed for the entire duration of this study starting from 28 January 2015 to
24 December 2016 against hourly observations available from surface proﬁlers, and upper air data collected
as part of Aircraft Communications, Addressing, and Reporting System (ACARS) from 42 surface observa-
tion sites within the SoCAB. Mean wind speeds agreed with ACARS proﬁler observations and were within
0.5 m/s with RMSEs generally below 2.5 m/s. Similarly, thermal proﬁles were also in good agreement, with
mean potential temperature errors below 0.5 K and RMSE mostly lower than <2.5 K. Surface station error
statistics showed some variability by location and season but did not reveal systematic domain‐wide biases
in either temperature or wind speed.
We did not perform any planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) comparison against ceilometer (Morris,
2016) data, since these were not available. We did look into using ACARS proﬁler data for PBLH veriﬁcation
Table 1
WRF Conﬁguration Parameters
Option Description
Land surface Noah land‐surface model with Monin‐Obukov
(Janic) surface layer
Urban canopy None
PBL package MYNN 2.5‐level scheme
LW radiation RRTMG
SW radiation RRTMG
Microphysics WSM ﬁve‐class scheme
Convection Grell 3D (only in domains d01 and d02)
Nesting One way
Nudging None
Advection Fifth‐order horizontal, third‐order vertical
monotonic advection for moisture and scalars
Diffusion Second‐order horizontal diffusion using
Smagorinsky ﬁrst‐order closure
Note. WRF = Weather Research Forecasting; PBL = planetary boundary
layer; LW = longwave; SW = shortwave; MYNN = Mellor‐Yamada‐
Nakanishi‐Niino; RRTMG = Rapid Radiative Transfer Model Global;
WSM = WRF‐Single‐Moment.
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but found that the estimates of PBLH from these data were not reliable to allow a meaningful comparison
against WRF. Due to this reason, we restricted our use of ACARS proﬁler data to point‐by‐point comparison
of winds and temperature. This comparison with winds and temperature is shown in the supporting infor-
mation of the manuscript (coauthored by the author) that uses the same WRF‐STILT output as in this study
and has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres (see Ware et al.,
2019).
4.2. Assessment of Sensitivity at In Situ Towers
Modeled atmospheric transport plays a critical role in inverse estimation of CH4 ﬂuxes. The relationship
betweenH and the observed CH4 enhancement at individual towers reveals howwell the atmospheric trans-
port model captures the sensitivity (H) of the observations to surface ﬂuxes. Strong correlation or coherence
between sensitivity and enhancement indicates better representation of the atmospheric transport and is a
necessary condition for obtaining robust ﬂux estimates.
To study this correlation for an in situ site, we ﬁrst summed up CH4 observations (enhancements) within a 4‐
day period and then divided it by total observations to obtain an average enhancement. Similarly, we
summed up sensitivity or H across space (1,826 grid cells) to come up with a single value for sensitivity
for an in situ site for a 4‐day period. For a basin‐wide assessment these averages were computed by combin-
ing observations and sensitivity from all available sites for a given 4‐day period.
Overall, we observed a strong correlation between CH4 enhancements and the combined sensitivity of our
tower network (e.g., Figures 3a and 3b); however, large variations in this relationship were observed at dif-
ferent sites (e.g., Figure 4). Outliers (high sensitivity and low enhancement or high enhancement and low
sensitivity) at all towers reduced the strength of the enhancement‐sensitivity correlation. In fact, we
observed considerably more outliers at the Granada Hills (GRA) tower than at other sites. This result was
consistent with the challenges in modeling meteorology at GRA, which is located near the base of a moun-
tain pass and in a region of complex terrain. We account for the magnitude of the correlation between sen-
sitivity and enhancement in R where the application of restricted maximum likelihood results in larger
uncertainty for in situ sites that exhibit poor correlation between sensitivity and CH4 enhancement. Note
that other than the minimum bound of 0.04 ppm due to the background, we do not further artiﬁcially inﬂate
errors in R. The increase in error in R on top of the background includes error due to transport, measure-
ment, and aggregation (e.g., Engelen et al., 2002), that is, solely the result of the optimization through
restricted maximum likelihood.
In the following sections, we explore the impact of the network and transport on ﬂux estimation, including
the sensitivity for 4‐day inversion windows as well as the overall spatial and temporal completeness of
the inversion.
5. Results and Discussion
In the following sections we (1) report variability of the aggregate ﬂuxes for the SoCAB; (2) spatially resolve
ﬂuxes within the SoCAB; (3) provide estimates of net CH4 ﬂuxes for ﬁve zones, which lie within the area of
study; and (4) assess the impact of directional network sensitivity on inversion performance.
5.1. Temporal Variability in SoCAB Total CH4 Fluxes
Figure 5a illustrates the time series of posterior CH4 ﬂuxes and their uncertainties for the SoCAB over the 2‐
year period of this study including the Aliso Canyon leak period (October 2015 throughmid‐February 2016).
We ﬁrst evaluate the nonleak periods in 2015 and 2016. Strong seasonality was observed in both the
SoCAB ﬂuxes and the basin mean CH4 enhancements (e.g., Figures 5a and 5b), which led to a difference
of ~ 20 Mg/hr in the mean basin ﬂux between summer (June and July 2016) and winter months
(November and December 2016). This agrees with the prior work using independent top‐down (tracer‐
tracer) ﬂux estimation methods by Wong et al. (2016), which showed signiﬁcant variability in monthly
top‐down CH4 emissions estimates. In this study (Wong et al., 2016), a larger peak in winter that cannot
be attributed to landﬁll emissions (see section 4.5 in Wong et al., 2016, and K. Spokas et al., 2015; K. A.
Spokas & Bogner, 2011) and smaller peak in the late summer/early fall in CH4 emissions was observed.
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As inWong et al. (2016) our observed seasonality of CH4 ﬂuxes was anticorrelated with average air tempera-
ture with r = 0.56 (e.g., Figure 5a) and potentially implies moderate dependence of CH4 ﬂuxes on heating
demand in winter months and natural gas infrastructure (Wunch et al., 2016). Overall, this correlation is also
visible in the monthly natural gas deliveries to residential customers in California and CH4 enhancements
(e.g., https://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/monthly/). However, the strength of association of enhancements
with air temperature or heating demand varies at each in situ site. This is clearly visible in Figure 2a, which
shows variations in the magnitude of the seasonality in enhancements at each in situ site and is an outcome
of the differences in the meteorological conditions because of complex terrain, spatial distribution of popu-
lation, and spatial distribution and composition of the CH4‐emitting infrastructure.
After excluding the Aliso Canyon gas leak period, we estimated the mean annual SoCAB CH4 ﬂux for 2015–
2016 to be ~ 38 ± 10 Mg/hr. Our estimate was within the range of values reported in previous studies (see
Figure 6). Indirectly, we validated our annual mean estimate by forward transporting the CALGEM emis-
sions. This process can be expressed through equations (7) and (8) whereby in the ﬁrst step we forward trans-
port CALGEM through H and then in the second step we compute the ratio Ro of the modeled (MD) and
Figure 3. (a) Time series of 4‐day average sensitivity and observed enhancements at eight in situ towers used in inver-
sions. (b) Relationship between the two time series shown in (a). To obtain average basin‐scale sensitivity, we ﬁrst
summed the grid‐scale sensitivity of observations of an in situ site within a 4‐day period and then divided it by the count of
observations for that site.
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observed enhancements (OE), which after excluding the Aliso Canyon period was 96% in this study
(Figure 7) that is, a ﬂux of ~ 37.8 Mg/hr.
MD n;1ð Þ ¼ H n;pð Þ×CALGEM p;1ð Þ (7)
Ro ¼
∑ni¼1
MDi
OEi
×100
n
 !
(8)
However, this is the mean estimate and hides the fact that the temporally static CALGEM inventory likely
results in signiﬁcant underestimation and overestimation of the observed CH4 enhancements during winter
and summer months, respectively.
5.2. Spatial Distribution of CH4 Fluxes Across the SoCAB
Using inverse modeling to spatially resolve CH4 emissions was challenging as it involved identifying the
impact of measurements in updating the estimated grid‐scale ﬂuxes. In this study, the signal of enhanced
ﬂuxes at the beginning of the Aliso Canyon leak was evident in both enhancements and the estimated
basin‐scale ﬂuxes. This allowed us to determine the pulse of the model resolution, that is, the value along
the diagonal of the model resolution for the grid cell containing Aliso Canyon that lead to its impact being
felt on the basin‐scale ﬂuxes (see Figure 8). In this work, we used a conservative model resolution threshold
of 0.06 to ﬁlter grid‐scale ﬂuxes from the nonleak period. This was the highest model resolution during the
Aliso Canyon leak period that also coincided with the largest ﬂuxes at the beginning of the leak period (see
section 5.3). Note that we do not claim that the diagonal of the model resolution should be at least 0.06 to
adjust the prior ﬂux as this depends on the network coverage, sensitivity to emissions, and the information
content of measurements. For the present in situ measurement network, we found this limit should be no
less than 0.01, the boundary of which is shown in Figure 9. We deﬁne the Los Angeles megacity domain
as the area bounded by the contour of 0.01 that as reported by CALGEM represents 80% of the total
SoCAB ﬂux. The inversion has reduced sensitivity for a larger subset of the SoCAB, that is, the area bounded
by the contour of 0.001 that is representative of 94% of the CALGEM total for that domain.
Figure 4. Relationship between average 4‐day enhancement and sensitivity for nine in situ sites used in this study. This relationship is shown on the same scale
for all sites except Canoga Park (CAN). Observations from CAN were only available from 20 October 2016 and, comparatively, over the short duration of
approximately 2months a considerably reduced sensitivity to large enhancements was observed at this site. This creates problems in plotting CAN on the same scale
as all other sites. Additionally, due to data deﬁciency, no trend was computed for this site.
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To detect and locate large CH4 ﬂux anomalies in the SoCAB, we computed mean grid‐scale ﬂuxes for the
entire nonleak period by identifying grid cells whose model resolution was ≥0.06 for at least ten 4‐day time
periods, which covered 24% of the SoCAB and 67% of the ﬂuxes reported in CALGEM. This does not bound
the upper limit on the sample size of the 4‐day time periods, which leads to an unequal number of 4‐day ﬂux
estimates that are used to compute mean grid‐scale ﬂux, thereby biasing these estimates. However, the goal
of this exercise was not to accurately compute mean ﬂux but to identify major sources of CH4 emissions,
which in Figure 10a are bounded by the contours of 100 kg/hr. Many of the sources in Figure 10a are
Figure 5. (a) Posterior CH4 ﬂuxes and uncertainties (shaded orange area above and below the dotted blue curve of
the estimated inverse ﬂux) for the South Coast Air Basin domain from 28 January 2015 to 24 December 2016. The period of
the Aliso Canyon blowout is highlighted, with black diamonds indicating facility‐scale leak rate reported by Conley et al.
(2016). Those leak estimates are converted to an approximate basin‐scale total ﬂuxes by adding the observed preleak
mean CH4 ﬂux of ~ 30 Mg/hr that is assumed constant for this comparison (section 6.3). Inverse air temperature is
computed by aggregating 4‐day average daily temperature recorded at eight major airports across the study domain. Blue
triangles indicate ﬁltered posterior ﬂuxes based on the methodology described in section 5.5.1. (b) Metrics of inversion
performance. The time series of measured and modeled mean enhancements at 4‐day interval are plotted on the primary
axis, and the root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation between those curves within a 4‐day period is plotted on the
primary and secondary axes, respectively.
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associated with the facilities listed in the high‐resolution Vista‐LA database of likely CH4‐emitting facilities
(Carranza et al., 2018) and are not present in CALGEM. The total ﬂux for the area bounded by the contour of
0.06 model resolution is approximately similar in the CALGEM (bottom‐up) and inversions (top‐down).
However, the spatial distribution of the ﬂuxes is remarkably different (compare Figures 1 and 10a).
5.3. Detecting Major Flux Anomalies
The Aliso Canyon gas leak and its sustained perturbation of the SoCABCH4 ﬂuxes offered an unprecedented
opportunity to test the ability of the inversion system to spatio‐temporally resolve a large CH4 ﬂux anomaly.
The start and stop times and leak rates from this event were well con-
strained by independent reports (California Air Resources Board
[CARB], 2016). The sudden onset of the leak was captured by our
observation‐inversion system at the basin scale (Figure 5a) with no prior
information, since the inversion prior is static and did not include contri-
bution from the Aliso Canyon. Although the grid cell containing Aliso
Canyon had nonzero prior emissions, directly estimating ﬂuxes at grid
scale with our relatively sparse set of observations spread across the
SoCAB translated to very large uncertainties. Therefore, to compare the
inversion basin total ﬂux with the localized facility leak rate, a mean
SoCAB ﬂux of 34 Mg/hr for the 2 months preceding the reported Aliso
Canyon leak start on 23 October 2015 was used as a baseline ﬂux. This
resulted in an inversion‐derived leak rate of 42 ± 10 Mg/hr between 23
and 27 October 2015 compared to the 47 ± 10 Mg/hr reported for the air-
craft ﬂight conducted on 7 November 2015 (Conley et al., 2016). It was not
possible to produce a robust estimate of the total gas lost from the Aliso
Canyon leak using the inversion given the signiﬁcant periods of reduced
sensitivity for the inversion and because of the strong seasonal variability
in the rest of the basin ﬂux. The Aliso Canyon leak period was also spa-
tially detected by the inversion (e.g., Figure 11), although rapid mixing
and overlapping footprint resulted in elevated ﬂuxes for multiple subre-
gions (Figure 10b), highlighting the difﬁculty of the current framework
to properly allocate point source ﬂuxes.
As another example, the CALGEM grid cell containing the Puente Hills
landﬁll was previously reported to be the largest source of CH4
emissions in the SoCAB. However, no such source appears in our
Figure 7. Aggregated sectoral California Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Measurement (CALGEM) CH4 emissions in accounting for observed aver-
age CH4 enhancement (dashed blue line on the primary axis) across all in
situ sites (see section 4.2 on the method used to compute observed average
enhancement). The percentage of observed enhancement accounted by
forward transporting sum of all sources of CALGEM emissions is shown as
bars and plotted on the secondary axis for each time period (see equation (8)
in section 5.1). Note that CH4 emissions in CALGEM have no temporal
variability, and therefore, observed variability in modeled sectoral concen-
trations is only due to atmospheric transport. Additionally, even though we
show sectoral breakdown of CH4 concentrations based on CALGEM
inventory by forward transporting emissions from each sector in CALGEM,
only total CH4 emissions as expressed in equation (7) were used to compute
pethe rcentage of observed enhancement on the secondary axis.
Figure 6. Annual estimates of CH4 emissions for the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) reported by previous studies. The
studies are listed by the year of publication, and the data used for these publications are mentioned at the top of
emission estimates. Most of these studies are based on the data collected as part of ﬂight campaigns and are not truly
representative of the mean annual ﬂux for SoCAB (for details, see individual publications). Couple of studies, that is,
Wong et al. (2016) and Wunch et al. (2016), utilize Fourier transform spectrometer to measure column XCH4 to compute
ﬂuxes. The range of the ﬂux estimates inclusive of uncertainty (max and min) of previous studies is highlighted, and
the mean across these studies is plotted as a dotted line.
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inversion posterior estimate, and in fact, it is the lowest ﬂux area in the
basin. This reduction in a major emission source provides a converse
example to the Aliso Canyon incident and may be due to the closure
of the landﬁll in late 2013, well after the 2010 time period covered by
the CALGEM.
5.4. Quantifying Fluxes and Variability for Key Zones of the Los
Angeles Megacity
We evaluated subbasin‐scale ﬂuxes in ﬁve key zones of the Los Angeles
megacity (Figures 1 and 10). These ﬁve zones were deﬁned based on the
coverage of the network and county boundaries and by imposing a
requirement that at least 100 grid cells should be available within a subre-
gion to compute ﬂuxes. For each of these zones we computed mean CH4
ﬂux for the leak and nonleak periods. These mean ﬂuxes were computed
by using the ﬂux data during the Aliso Canyon gas leak and data before
and after the Aliso Canyon gas leak, respectively. This separation of ﬂux
in two time periods allowed us to compute ﬂuxes for anomalous (Aliso Canyon) and nonanomalous periods
where the latter is representative of a ﬂux period that provides an approximately accurate estimate of the
mean CH4 ﬂux in the basin. Even though ﬂuxes for 50 days spread over December, January, and
February for a normal year (i.e., when the Aliso Canyon anomaly is absent) were not available, we think
a mean ﬂux computed from the remaining nonanomalous time periods is an adequate representation of
the basin and zonal ﬂux.
Overall, the mean CH4 ﬂux of Zone I, which includes Aliso Canyon, exhibited a large (~70%) statistically
signiﬁcant difference between the leak and nonleak periods (Figure 10b). These differences in the means
were obtained without modifying the inversions, that is, arbitrarily creating a prior with higher ﬂux or
increasing prior uncertainty during the Aliso Canyon leak period. This result gives us conﬁdence that
urban‐scale inverse modeling has the potential to detect anomalous ﬂux events given a sufﬁciently large
ﬂux and sufﬁciently sensitive measurement network. Furthermore, we used a nonparametric Mann‐
Whitney U test (e.g., Mann &Whitney, 1947) that has no distributional assumptions and allows for unequal
variance between samples for checking the incompatibility in CH4 ﬂuxes between 23 October and 26
December 2015 with 21 October and 24 December 2016, that is, a corresponding time duration in 2016
when the Aliso Canyon leak was absent. Within the context of the current study, assumption of unequal
variance allows for accommodation of differences in ﬂuxes due to
(1) variations in the sensitivity (H) of the observational network and
(2) disparities in the processes governing CH4 ﬂuxes. To apply the
Mann‐Whitney U test, we compared spatially aggregated time series of
CH4 ﬂuxes within nine grid cells that contained Aliso Canyon in Zone I.
The test returned a p value <0.05 indicating that the two time series came
from two different distributions. This result was also found to be applic-
able at the basin scale and for Zones I and II and happened even when
the time period between October and December 2015 contained periods
when the observation network was not sensitive to the Aliso Canyon leak,
indicating that higher ﬂux during the Aliso Canyon leak is not simply the
result of larger seasonal ﬂux in the SoCAB in winter months.
For Zone III, inversions resulted in CH4 ﬂux of 2,481 ± 1,147 kg/hr, which
was considerably lower than 6,785 kg/hr reported by CALGEM. As
described in the previous section, we attribute this reduction to the clo-
sure of the Puente Hills landﬁll in late 2013 (Department of Public
Works, 2018; Los Angeles County, 2016). This was independently con-
ﬁrmed by the reduced CH4 ﬂux of 361 ± 55 kg/hr for Puente Hills reported
by CARB from an aircraft ﬂight for November 2017 (CARB, 2018), which
was ~10 times lower than the ﬂux of 3,881 ± 1,130 kg/hr reported by
Peischl et al. (2013) for Puente Hills for May 2010. Combining ﬂux
Figure 9. Contour plot of the 4‐day average model resolution matrix over
the full duration of the ﬂux inversions. Contours of higher values indicate
improved prior update or resolvability of the ﬂuxes with a value of 1 being
the maximum. The highest sensitivity to ﬂuxes occurs near the in situ
measurement sites used in the inversion.
Figure 8. Time series of the diagonal entry of the model resolution matrix
for the grid cell containing Aliso Canyon from 28 January 2015 to 24
December 2016.
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estimate from Peischl et al. (2013) with our estimate of 2,481 ± 1,147 kg/hr for Zone III leads to a total ﬂux
that was similar to that reported by CALGEM inventory for this zone.
In addition to computing aggregated ﬂuxes for these ﬁve zones, we also evaluated variability in ﬂuxes for the
ﬁve zones (Figure 11) over the study period. Zones I and II exhibited similar seasonal variability as the net
basin ﬂux (e.g., winter maxima), whereas the ﬂuxes in the other zones were approximately constant. This
suggests that a subset of sectors in the SoCAB (e.g., industrial and/or residential activity in Zones I and II)
were responsible for the majority of the observed seasonal variability.
Figure 10. (a)Mean posterior CH4 ﬂuxes for the study period 2015–2016 excluding the 4‐monthAliso Canyon leak period.
The overlays indicate the locations of likely CH4‐emitting infrastructure (after Carranza et al., 2018; see details in
section 5.2). The ﬁve red zones indicate focus areas within the Los Angeles megacity with key sources highlighted
including the apparent disappearance of the Puente Hills landﬁll source following its closure in 2013. (b) Comparison of
the inversion posterior ﬂuxes (for both the Aliso Canyon leak period and the nonleak period) with 1‐sigma
uncertainties versus California Greenhouse Gas Emissions Measurement (CALGEM) for each of the ﬁve zones in (a). The
impact on the basin‐wide ﬂux from the Aliso Canyon gas leak is readily apparent. We attribute the large reduction in the
posterior ﬂuxes in Zone III to the shutdown of the Puente Hills landﬁll in 2013.
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Spatially, it is extremely difﬁcult to attribute the effect of Aliso Canyon to Zone I or Zone II as it is con-
founded by the density of the infrastructure, and regardless of the Aliso Canyon event, we have winter sea-
sonal cycle of ﬂuxes that is of similar magnitude as Aliso Canyon. Additionally, it is also important to note
that on average residence time of air is approximately 12 hr in the basin (SoCAB); hence, computing ﬂuxes at
4‐day interval leads to spatiotemporal aggregation error. To avoid this error, large numbers of observations
are required in comparison to what is available from eight towers and ﬂuxes need be estimated at hourly
interval. However, it is true that ﬂuxes are larger in Zone I and Zone II
in comparison to other zones, as can be conﬁrmed by the density of
CH4‐emitting infrastructure in Zone I and Zone II. Overall, we think that
over long duration zonal estimates of ﬂuxes as described here provides a
true picture of the subbasin differences in the magnitude of ﬂuxes.
5.5. Inversion Performance
Using traditional metrics, the performance of inversions was within con-
ventionally acceptable limits. For example, the correlation (corr(z, Hbs)),
between measured and forward modeled enhancements, was greater than
0.8 for most 4‐day time periods, and the RMSE ranged from 0.05 ppm in
summer months to 0.10 to 0.15 ppm in winter months inclusive of the
Aliso Canyon leak period (e.g., Figure 5b). Relatively large winter months
RMSE coincided with periods of higher uncertainties on estimated ﬂuxes,
which itself was the result of increased variance in rising enhancements at
all sites. This also led to increased variance and degradation of the rela-
tionship between sensitivity and enhancement.
Figure 11. Time series of inverted CH4 ﬂuxes and estimated ﬂux uncertainties for the ﬁve zones shown in Figure 1 from
28 January 2015 to 24 December 2016.
Figure 12. Time series of chi square and scaled model resolution for
inverted ﬂuxes from 28 January 2015 to 24 December 2016.
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The time series of Tr bmð Þ, divided by the number of observations (scaled model resolution), which ranges
from 0 to 1 and indicates the number of parameters (or ﬂuxes) uniquely resolved by inversions, was between
0.25 and 0.40 for all times (see Figure 12). The χ2red statistic that reﬂects proper speciﬁcation of error covar-
iance ranged from 0.4 to 0.6, which indicates overestimation of errors if it is <1 and underestimation of
errors if it is >1.
5.5.1. Impact of the Loss of Sensitivity on Flux Estimates
The Aliso Canyon incident illustrates a key limitation in the observing system. Thus, episodic insensitivity
of the in situ network and the localized Aliso Canyon leak meant that there were periods when the inver-
sions did not accurately capture basin‐scale or localized ﬂuxes (Figure 5). For example, for the period
extending from 24 to 31 October 2015, inversions captured the anomalous CH4 ﬂux signal from the leak
onset, but in most of November 2015 the sensitivity of in situ sites to key parts of the basin was signiﬁcantly
reduced due to prevailing wind conditions, which reduced the magnitude of ﬂuxes obtained from
Figure 13. Time series of 1 p.m. daily CH4 enhancement at Granada Hills (GRA) and ST1 in situ sites from 23 December
2015 to 31 March 2016. (b) The relationship between CH4 enhancements at the two sites show in (a) during and after the
Aliso Canyon leak.
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inversions. These sudden dropouts were inconsistent with physical emission processes and likely resulted
from a combination of (1) limitations in the ability of the in situ network to capture the anomalous CH4
ﬂux signal from an extremely localized source and (2) limitations in the skill of our WRF‐STILT model
to represent atmospheric transport in the SoCAB, a region of complex terrain under the full range of
meteorological situations. We applied three criteria to ﬁlter out ﬂux estimates when the network was only
partially sensitive to the sources of emissions constrained by GRA tower in Figure 5a. Speciﬁcally, we con-
sider posterior ﬂuxes valid (blue triangles) for periods when GRA mean enhancements were >0.1 ppm, site
sensitivity was >0.8 ppm/μmol·m−2·s−1, and the goodness of ﬁt (chi square; see Michalak et al., 2005, p. 2,
for details) was >0.5.
Temporal completeness is a serious consideration for applying inversions for constraining emission trends
and variability. Hence, the many dropouts merit scrutiny. For example, the Aliso Canyon test case offered
the opportunity to compare midday (1300 local time) CH4 enhancements at our previously established
GRA tower site (situated 9 km east of Aliso Canyon, inlet 50 m above ground level) and a temporary site
(henceforth ST1) that was installed in Porter Ranch to help inform local residents about the presence of
gas plumes. ST1 was operational from 23 December 2015 to 31 March 2016 and situated at ground level
about 4 km southeast and (due to terrain) nearly 400 m below the Aliso Canyon gas leak source in a region
of complex terrain. During the leak period, ST1 observed hourly enhancements as large as 13 ppm that were
considerably larger than those observed at GRA. After the leak was plugged on 12 February 2016, CH4
enhancements at both sites showed similar enhancements (see Figure 13a). As expected, the correlation
between enhancements observed at the two sites increased from R2 of near 0 during the leak period to
approximately 0.52 after the leak was plugged (see Figures 13a and 13b). While both sites were equipped
with the same high‐precision sensors, neither was well situated for continuous quantiﬁcation of the Aliso
Canyon leak rate. The GRA site was frequently insensitive to the highly localized gas plume from Aliso
Canyon given the prevailing (typically northerly) winds in fall 2015. Meanwhile, the Aliso plume and the
highly localized effects of the canyon terrain dominated the ST1 site. As a result, WRF‐STILT was not able
to accurately represent atmospheric transport for both sites and particularly ST1. This resulted in poor cor-
relation between sensitivity and enhancement at ST1, thereby preventing us from including this site in
inversions. The utility of GRA was limited to when it and the rest of the measurement network were sensi-
tive to the basin‐wide ﬂux including the contribution of the Aliso Canyon leak.
6. Conclusions
We examined the impact of the Aliso Canyon gas leak and the closure of the Puente Hills landﬁll on the evo-
lution of CH4 emissions in the SoCAB. The onset of the Aliso Canyon leak was captured by inversions that
utilized tailored WRF‐STILT meteorological output. However, sustained contribution of the leak to basin
CH4 emissions was not captured due to limited sensitivity of the network to the leak location (for details, see
section 5.5.1). The closure of the Puente Hills landﬁll that represents a policy decision was captured in inver-
sions, and we are not aware of any other regional inverse modeling study (not based on dedicated aircraft
ﬂights) that has accomplished this in an area with a dense CH4‐emanating infrastructure such as the SoCAB.
Spatially, the study for the ﬁrst time utilized model resolution matrix to identify sources of major emissions
in the basin. These sources were aligned with facilities identiﬁed in Vista‐LA infrastructure inventory, giving
us conﬁdence that these locations are not artifacts of the inversion. Furthermore, the study signiﬁcantly
increased our understanding about the spatiotemporal variability of CH4 ﬂuxes in the SoCAB and key zones
of the LA megacity domain by providing estimates of subbasin‐scale ﬂuxes.
The study also reafﬁrmed existing theories that a fraction of variability in enhancement and emissions in
the basin is correlated with air temperature and energy demand. However, this has not been conclusively
established in either this study or previous studies and would require detailed investigation, that is, studies
that can isolate this process at the level of households (e.g., Fischer et al., 2018). Similarly, identiﬁcation of
the impact of episodic processes and apportioning of ﬂuxes to speciﬁc facilities remained elusive due to the
density and coverage provided by the current in situ network, indicating a requirement for a denser net-
work, the establishment of which should be guided by pseudo data‐inverse modeling studies that account
for atmospheric transport (e.g., Pillai et al., 2012) in informing ﬂuxes at an in situ site from near‐ and far‐
ﬁeld sources.
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Data Statement
Methane concentration data utilized in this study are already available from https://megacities.jpl.nasa.gov/
portal/. These concentration data have also been submitted as part of the companion manuscript published
in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres and titled as “Detecting Urban Emissions Changes and
Events with a Near‐Real‐Time‐Capable Inversion System.” Output of Weather Research and Forecasting
and Stochastic Time‐Inverted Lagrangian Transport Model is ~ 50 TB in size, and researchers interested
in obtaining these data should provide authors a data repository to upload the model output.
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